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Boundary Your Price

£8.99 Regular
Price

£17.99
Product Images
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Description

Boundary C-Squared 30mm with Spring Back Technology

Boundary-C-Squared® is our favourite, medium pile height grass that has got many advantages. A subtle mix
to colours, a strong C-squared® yarn and a pile direction that is close to perfection, makes Boundary in to
one of the most beloved products of its kind.  Ideal grass for someone looking for a medium pile whilst
maintaining a low cost.  Just like all our ranges the pile does not require a sand dressing or weighing down
what so ever.  

Bicolours in the straight and root zone for a more natural effect.. 

C-Squared® PE yarn with built in memory bounce back.

Non-Shiny yarn to prevent plastic reflection of sunlight.  

 

 

Popular Uses
 
  Exhibitions and Events

  Gardens and Patios
  General Ball Sports

Benefits
 
  Child & Pet friendly

  Laid on sod or sand
  Roofs & balconies

By not offering a fitting service, Express Grass can offer you the very best prices on artificial grass, and we
believe you can easily lay your own artificial lawn with a small amount of preparation and a lot of pride.
 

Fitting...
 
  Will stay flat under own weight

  Only exposed edges require fixing down
  Any length cut to nearest 10cm
  Easily trimmed with stanley knife
  Widths can be joined for extra coverage

Maintenance...
 
  Low maintenance, never requires watering

  Can easily be swept or hosed down
  Can withstand power washers
  Can be cleaned with household bleach
  Fully UV Stabilised
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Additional Information

Roll Width 2m, 4m

Total Height 30mm +/- 10%

Pile Height 28mm +/- 10%

Tuft Gauge 3/8 Inch

Density +/- 10%

Weight g/m2 2450 +/- 10%

Style / Colour 4-Tone Green

Yarn Material
Polypropylene & Polyethylene - the perfect mixture of
durability and comfort whilst maintaining a fantastic
appearance.

Backing Weed Resistant Black PP

Warranty 10 Years

UV Resistance Every range has excellent UV Properties, all covered
under a manufactures Warranty

Fire Rating Efl

Child Friendly Yes. All of our ranges are perfect to use for play and
activity areas.

Pet Friendly Yes. All of our ranges are great for your pets at home.
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